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If I had asked people what 

they wanted, they would 

have said, ‘faster horses.’

“
”

— Henry Ford



In 1983, personal computers 
looked like this...

Otrona Attache

Victor 9000
Franklin Ace 1000

IBM Personal Computer

Gavilan SC



...and the OS looked like this:



Personal computers were established 
consumer products selling in the tens 
of millions, and people thought they 

were pretty cool, but were often 
frustrating with serious shortcomings 

and design flaws.



...and then this happened:

Macintosh



and now...

Mac OS X

Windows 7

Ubuntu 10.10
“Maverick Meerkat”  



In 1998, inexpensive desktop 
computers looked like this:

Dell Dimension XPS R450, July 1998, $2,300



Inexpensive desktop computers were 
established consumer products selling 

in the tens of millions, and people 
thought they were pretty cool, but 
were often frustrating with serious 

shortcomings and design flaws.



...and then this happened:

iMac, August 1998, $1,300



and now...

hp touchsmart gateway one pc

asus eee desktop

apple iMac

toshiba dynabook qosmio pc



In 2001, digital music players 
looked like this:

Creative Nomad II

Compaq PJB100

Creative Rio Volt Panasonic SL-CT540



Portable digital music players were 
established consumer products selling 

in the tens of millions, and people 
thought they were pretty cool, but 
were often frustrating with serious 

shortcomings and design flaws.



...and then this happened:

iPod



and now...

sandisk sansa fuze
microsoft zune hd

sony walkman e450memorex touch

iPod Touch



In early 2007, smartphones 
looked like this:

Palm Treo Motorola Moto Q RIM Blackberry 8830



Smartphones were established 
consumer products selling in the tens 
of millions, and people thought they 

were pretty cool, but were often 
frustrating with serious shortcomings 

and design flaws.



...and then this happened:

iPhone



and now...

verizon droid
samsung vibrant

google g2
htc incredible

iPhone 4



In early 2010, small portable 
computers looked like this:

ASUS SeaShell Toshiba NB-210 Dell Inspiron mini 10



Small portable computers were 
established consumer products selling 

in the tens of millions, and people 
thought they were pretty cool, but 
were often frustrating with serious 

shortcomings and design flaws.



...and then this happened:

iPad



and now...

blackberry playbook
coming 1Q2011? samsung galaxy tab

coming 4Q2010?



Steve Jobs: What We Believe

Apple press event at The Garage, One Infinite Loop, 1997



Apple’s place in the world...

• Apple has had an influence on technology wildly 
disproportionate to the company’s size

• Many Apple innovations & technology adoptions 
have become industry standards (Wi-Fi, USB, 
CD-ROM, FireWire, MP3, mouse, GUI, etc.)

• Many of Apple’s products have changed the 
world
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